GeoVoyager: FAQ

1. How to play the GeoVoyager?
2. How to play the Countries and Flags?
3. How to count scores? And what they need to gain for?
4. What is a Golden Globe and how to earn them?
5. Is saved my game?

1. How to play the GeoVoyager?
Before the game begins, you must determine the location and type of game. Eight locations in
the game: All World, Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South America, Russia and
Australia. Six types of game: Mixed, Flags, Countries, Capitals, Cities and Sights.

Each game consists of 7 levels (2 easy levels, 3 medium levels, 2 hard levels). Each level
consists of questions 3-5 (depending on the location and type). For each question, you will have
10 seconds to find the desired location.

2. How to play the Countries and Flags?
Due to the complexity and diversity of forms, more correct answers in these types of games is
the central point of the country. The farther you put the marker, the less you get scores.

3. How to count scores? And what they need to gain for?
The overall result is composed of scores obtained for distance and time. The nearer you put
the marker to the correct answer and the faster you do, the more you get scores. Scores
needed to enter the next level and participation in the list of top players.
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4. What is a Golden Globe and how to earn them?
Each game (type - location) has a certain worth (Golden Globe). Some games have already
been opened. In order to open the remaining games need to earn Golden Globes and use them
to unlock. To earn a Golden Globe, you must go to completion in one game (type - location),
either get any achievement.

5. Is saved my game?
While you have not lost the game (type - location) your progress will be saved, and the next
time you can to resume the game from the place where you finished.
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